We demonstrate the design and fabrication of an in-line evanescent field gas sensor based on a novel suspended ring-core photonic crystal fiber (PCF) to further overcome limitations in sensing capability. The suspended ring-core PCF is made by the stack-and-draw technique with a large central capillary of $ 60 m and adapted small capillaries in a larger cladding tube. Sensing capabilities of two variations of the proposed suspended ring-core PCFs were investigated experimentally by detecting absorption lines of acetylene gas. The sensitivity of the two PCF structures was also numerically analyzed using a full-vectorial finite-element method. The dynamic response of the sensors was quantified in detail. The results demonstrated significant improvement in both sensitivity and response time of the suspended ring-core PCF as this special PCF can provide larger gas diffusion and higher overlap between the sensing species and the guided light than either a Ge-doped ring defect PCF or a conventional index-guided PCF.
Introduction
Currently there is a growing interest in developing compact and real time sensors for gas detection. Air quality monitoring often includes the detection of explosive, toxic, and hydrocarbon gases. At present, most of the gas sensing techniques tend to be bulky, costly, and lack realtime data measurement; thus, alternative sensing methods are in great demand [1] , [2] .
Photonic crystal fibers (PCFs) have received considerable attention as a promising tool for a variety of applications such as telecommunication [3] and supercontinuum generation [4] due to their unique characteristics of the endless single mode, high nonlinearity, and flexible chromatic dispersion [5] - [7] . In particular, due to the holey structure of PCFs, with holes running along the length of the optical fiber; they have proved their potential to the field of fiber optic chemical and biochemical sensing [8] , [9] . When the hollow core of this fiber is filled with liquids or gases, long interaction lengths between the mode field propagating through the fiber and fluids can be readily achieved, thus enabling high detection sensitivity. For index-guiding PCF, the interaction between light and the fluid is through evanescent fields, since the light is guided within the higher-refractive-index dielectric and only a small part of the propagating field penetrates into the fluid [10] , [11] . The importance of this guiding method is the possibility for sensing low index materials, which are important for biosensing, and sensing of gases species.
Using In the hollow core photonic crystal fibers (HCPCFs), the guiding mechanism is based on the photonic band-gap effect, which makes it promising for sensing applications due to confinement of light in the hollow core. However, the narrow spectral band for propagation restricts its applications; additionally, the periodic microstructure results in a band gap effect, which, in turn, requires precise and rigorous control, which is another limitation to wide use [12] , [13] .
In our previous study [14] - [16] , we demonstrated an in-line gas sensor unit by proposing a novel 'C-type' fiber as a fiberized inlet/outlet and a PCF with Ge-doped ring defect as a sensing medium. This configuration could overcome prior limitations in PCF-based optical sensors such as broken symmetry in the periodic structure of the PCF, alignment and coupling difficulties and holes that are too small for efficient fluid entry [17] - [19] . Furthermore, employing C-type fiber as gas inlet/outlet allowed us to package the entire sensor unit in fiber form. However, the attempts at improving the sensing sensitivity and response time are still in progress, as the rate of gas diffusion into the micron-sized holes of the fiber caused various limitations to the fabrication of an efficient sensor device [20] , [21] . It is important to note that there are significant opportunities for improvement in both sensitivity and response time of PCF-based gas sensors by investigating a suitable structure for PCF, such as increasing the size or number of holes to increase the rate of penetration of the gases into the hole region and providing more overlap of the optical signal with the gases in the holes without affecting the penetration rate of the gases which allow a faster sensor response time and higher sensitivity.
In this paper, for the first time, to the best of our knowledge, we demonstrate design and fabrication of an all-fiber evanescent field gas sensor based on suspended ring core PCF to further increase the volume of gas diffusion into the PCF and further overcome limitations in sensing capability and response time. The suspended ring core PCF has a large central capillary of $ 60 m which can provide larger gas intake. The aim for fabricating this special PCF was to decrease the effective refractive index of the air clad by higher air filling factor to realize total internal reflection (TIR) light propagation in the fluid filled in hollow core, which have a lower refractive index like silica. The suspended ring core can provide a larger overlap between the sensing species and the guided light and thus the sensitivity increases. The interaction intensity depends on the penetration depth of the evanescent field into the hollow regions. We present in detail absorption measurements on gas species for two variations of suspended ring core PCFs. We also numerically analyzed this special PCF using a full-vectorial finite element method (FEM) and compared its sensitivity with that of a Ge-doped ring defect PCF and conventional PCF. Acetylene gas was selected as an example for experimentally investigating the performance of the fabricated sensor unit. Characteristic absorption lines were clearly observed as a 25-cm-long composite fiber sensor unit was filled with a mixture of acetylene and nitrogen gases. The dynamic response of the sensors was also quantified in detail. ) show the scanning electronic microscopy (SEM) images of the two fabricated suspended ring core PCFs which are made by the well-established stack-and-draw technique with large central capillary and adapted small capillaries in the over-cladding tube. Note that the fibers are made of pure silica (Suprasil Heraeus F300) and have no GeO 2 -doped defects. A schematic diagram of the proposed sensor unit is shown in Fig. 1(c) . The sensor system is composed of a signal light guiding fiber which is a multi-mode fiber (MMF) placed at both ends. The sensing part is the special PCF with a ring mode guiding. The C-type fibers form the inlet/outlet routes for the gas. We fabricated the C-type fiber by drawing a commercial silica glass tube at a relatively low temperature around 1850 $ 1900 C after making a lateral slot in the preform. it to be spliced effectively with various types of fibers. We cleaved the length of the C-type fiber to $50 m using an ultra-sonic cleaver (DC-125) and a micro positioning stage. We found that a longer C-type fiber induced more loss in a logarithmic scale, which is due to the expansion of the light beam diameter and its reflection and/or scattering at the inner surface of the C-type fiber. Therefore, we chose the length of the C-type fiber less than 60 m in the experiment to reduce the optical loss of the device [14] . Then, the C-type fiber was spliced to the suspended ring core PCF with an optimal arc condition to maintain the light guidance along the optical fibers. We used a fusion splicer (Ericsson FSU975) to splice different parts of sensor unit and due to the air-silica structure of PCF and C-type fiber, the melting point of these fibers are significantly lower than that of the solid MMF. To avoid the air hole collapses in the vicinity of the C-type/PCF splice joint, we used a lower fusion current and a shorter fusion time down to 8.5 mA and 0.8 s, respectively. Using an ASE source and a power meter, we monitored the transmission loss of the sensor unit. The transmission loss of the entire structure is $9 dB.
Sensor Unit Fabrication Process

Numerical Analysis Results
The cross section of the two suspended ring core PCFs utilized in this experiment are showed in Fig. 2 (a) and (b) named as sensor-1 and sensor-2. The fibers divided by different bridge width of the air clad struts which was realized by applying different pressure in the air clad capillaries. The aim was to decrease the effective refractive index of the air clad by higher air filling factor to realize TIR light propagation in the fluid filled in hollow core, which have a lower refractive index like silica. The interaction intensity depends on the penetration depth of the We numerically analyzed these PCF structures using a full-vectorial finite element method (FEM) [22] and compare its results with that of a conventional PCF with the silica central defect and the Ge-doped ring defects PCF. Fig. 2(c) shows the modal intensity distribution of the guided mode for the Sensor-2 at ¼ 1:5 m. It is noted that the light guidance in this structure is achieved by a ring mode, propagating in the silica ring and surrounding the hollow core, which can provide a higher overlap between guided light and the filling media in the large hollow core. The sensitivity f , is the fraction of the total power located in the holes [23] 
where E x , E y , and H x , H y are the transverse electric and magnetic field components of the guided mode, respectively. The schematic structures and sensitivity calculation for the conventional PCF, the Ge-doped ring defects PCF and two special suspended ring core PCFs are shown in Fig. 2(d) . The sensitivity was estimated in the spectral range from 1400 to 1650 nm. At ¼ 1530:3 nm which is correspondence to the P 9 absorption line of acetylene gas the sensitivity of sensor-1 and sensor-2 is about 5-times and 5.4-times higher than that of a conventional PCF, respectively. Compare to the Ge-doped ring defect PCF, sensitivity of sensor-1 and sensor-2 is enhanced from 0.32 to 0.38 and 0.41, respectively. The reason for the sensitivity enhancement is that in this new structure, the light guidance was achieved by a ring mode, propagating in the silica ring and surrounding the hollow core [see Fig. 2 (a) and (b)], which can provide a higher overlap between guided light and the filling media in the large hollow core. Sensitivity of sensor-2 is also 1-time higher than sensor-1, as by increasing central air hole diameter and reducing the ring width will result in more leakage of evanescent filed into the holy region and thus the sensitivity increased [24] .
Experimental Results
An experiment design was constructed to test the gas sensing capability of the two suspended ring core PCFs which is shown schematically in Fig. 3 . The sensor unit was fabricated by splicing a standard multimode fiber (MMF) with a core diameter of $ 60 m and 125 m cladding diameter to the C-type fiber. Then, the C-type fiber length was shortened to 50 m and spliced to the sensing fiber. The entire length of the sensing fiber was chosen to be about 25 cm. The other end of the sensing fiber was spliced to C-type fiber and then MMF to form the entire sensor unit. Using the two suspended ring core PCFs, two sensor units named as sensor-1 and sensor-2 were fabricated and the sensor units then were placed inside a stainless-steel chamber one by one, so that the multi-mode fiber protruded out of the chamber on either side.
We selected acetylene gas (C 2 H 2 ) as an example for investigating the performance of the fabricated device. The chamber contained the sensor unit is connected to a nitrogen gas tank, an acetylene gas tank, and a vacuum pump. Light from an Er-doped amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) source was launched into the fiber optic sensing unit. The output light was detected by using an optical spectrum analyzer (OSA). First, the chamber was pumped down to 10 -2 Torr by a vacuum pump at room temperature. Then a specific amount of acetylene (C 2 H 2 ) and nitrogen (N 2 ) was blown into the chamber. The total pressure inside the chamber was monitored by a vacuum gauge (KVC digital SHIM vacuum gauge). Using high-accuracy mass flow controllers (MFC), we could vary the partial pressure of acetylene and nitrogen gases. Acetylene gas has rotational-vibrational absorption bands in the 1510 $ 1545 nm range [25] . As acetylene gas was released to the chamber, its characteristic absorption lines were observed.
As can be seen in Fig. 4(a) and (b), even very weak absorption lines of acetylene such as P20 can be clearly identified; here, the chamber pressure was 400 Torr. As it can be seen in Fig. 4 , all the acetylene absorption lines of sensor-2 are sharper than sensor-1. This is due to the fact that a sensor-2 can provide a larger overlap between the sensing species and the optical power. Fig. 5 shows the transmission drop at P 9 , P 10 , and P 11 acetylene absorption lines for three samples of Ge-doped ring defect PCF, suspended ring core PCF sensor-1 and sensor-2. As it can be been seen from Fig. 5 , Ge-doped ring defect PCF has the lowest transmission drop among all the three sensors and sensor-2 provides highest transmission drop of 12 dB at P 9 Fig. 3 . Schematic of experimental set up for investigating sensitivity of two suspended ring core PCFs. The transmission spectrum was monitored using an optical spectrum analyzer (OSA). absorption line. This observation is also consistent with simulation results as it indicated that sensor-2 has the highest sensitivity among all the PCFs and proving that this structure will efficiently enhance the sensitivity of the evanescent based PCF and can be considered as a suitable candidate for absorption measurements.
For investigating the dynamic response of the two sensors, we first pumped down the chamber to 10 -2 torr, and then, a specific amount of acetylene gas was filled into the chamber which pressure was controlled by a vacuum gauge. Nitrogen gas was also released to chamber to keep the inside pressure at 1 atm. The above steps were repeated with adjustments of the amount of acetylene gas. A tunable optical filter (TOF) was used to select P 9 absorption line of acetylene at 1530.3714 nm. The output for different acetylene concentrations and transmission was recorded using a power meter. Fig. 6(a) and (b) shows the response of the two suspended ring core PCF sensors as the acetylene gas concentration is adjusted to 4.84%, 3.23%, 1.61%, and 0.53%, respectively. One can see that the transmission decreases as the gas concentration increases and could rise if the acetylene gas is exhausted, as expected. As shown in Fig. 6 , at a higher acetylene gas concentration of 4.84%, the transmission dropped to a saturated level within 10.4 min for sensor-1 and 8.7 min for sensor-2. At a lower concentration of 0.53%, it took about $18.3 min and 16.4 min to reach the signal saturation for sensor-1 and sensor-2, respectively. Note that the flow rate of the gas mixture to the chamber was limited to 20 sccm by the mass flow controller (MFC). Dynamic response will be further enhanced if an MFC with a higher flow rate is used to fill the chamber instantaneously.
Compare to the previous in-line chemical sensing device using C-type fiber and Ge-doped ring defect PCF at acetylene concentration of 4.84%, response time is significantly improved from 14.8 min to 10.4 min and 8.7 min for sensor-1 and sensor-2. Also in comparison to a prior report based on conventional PCF with a single opening gap inlet of 50 m between buttcoupled PCF and SMF, the filling process for a 25 cm-long PCF took $8000 s (133 min) at the atmospheric pressure [23] ; the sensor unit composed of suspended ring core PCFs, with the same length of PCF, the same gas type and the same pressure showed at least $7 times and $8 times faster dynamic response even at a low concentration of $0.5% for sensor-1 and sensor-2, respectively. This improvement in response time is mainly attributed to the large central hole of this unique PCF which increases the rate of penetration of gases into the holy region . Transmission drop at P 9 , P 10 , and P 11 absorption lines of acetylene for Ge-doped ring defect PCF and suspended ring core PCF, sensor-1, and sensor-2.
with a large overlap of the optical signal with the gases in the holes, as well as our C-type fiber inlet/outlet allows faster gas flow into the PCF.
Conclusion
Evanescent-wave gas detection using a suspended ring core photonic crystal fiber has been demonstrated. By analyzing the PCF structure using a full-vectorial finite element method (FEM), we could predict that suspended ring core PCFs provide a higher sensitivity than that of a conventional PCFs and a Ge-doped ring defect PCFs. Two kind of suspended ring core PCFs were experimentally tested and absorption lines were clearly observed as a 25 cm length of the sensing fiber was filled with acetylene gas. Sensor-2 proved higher measurement resolution with short length of 25 cm PCF even at weak absorption lines of acetylene gas. This is due to the fact that the sensor units provide a large volume of measurand interact with the guiding light. The P 9 absorption line of acetylene was selected to examine the dynamic response of the sensor units. Results proved that response time is significantly improved with this PCF structure parameter. To achieve a higher sensitivity, we propose further investigation on finding optimal parameter of this PCF structure as well as introducing a longer length of the sensing PCF fiber will enhance the overall sensitivity. Other gases, liquids, or biological agents can also be detected through this sensor unit. This could have a significant effect in the area of optical sensor systems.
